MLS COVID-19 Diary Project Agreement

I ("the creator") hereby grant MLS the following non-exclusive perpetual rights to the above named material ("the work") for its library special collections in order to promote scholarship for personal study and not-for-profit educational uses:

1. to make a digital reproduction of the work(s) and to retain the digital reproduction
2. to display digital reproductions of the work(s) via the Internet or successive technologies
3. to distribute copies of the digitized work to library users for educational and research purposes.

MLS agrees to accompany the submitted work with a copyright statement (unless public domain is specified) identifying and crediting the creator of the work.

I represent and warrant to MLS that I am the copyright holder of the work with the right to make this authorization because I am the original author or creator.

I also represent that the work does not, to the best of my knowledge, infringe or violate any rights of others.

I further represent and warrant that I have identified portions of the work that I may not have necessary rights to permit MLS to reproduce and distribute the work and that any third party-owned content is clearly identified and acknowledged within the work.

I acknowledge that MLS will not make my submission to the COVID-19 Diary Project available to the public, except in an excerpted form that does not identify me, for a period of ten years, or unless I waive this right at a later time.
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